50% OFF selected Lexogen products!
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TATAA biocenter in conjunction with Lexogen would like to offer you 50% off on
selected products between Nov 26th - Dec 2nd, 2018
Are you looking for the ideal method to prepare your RNA-Seq libraries
from blood samples for gene expression profiling studies?
QuantSeq with the Globin Block
Module will make your life much
easier and save you costs while
providing gene expression data of
highest quality. Deplete globin RNA
by just one solution exchange in the
standard QuantSeq protocol and
increase the sensitivity of your RNASeq experiments significantly! Get
50% discount on Globin Block when
ordering it with the QuantSeq kit (Cat
No 015 and 016) during the Lexogen
Cyber Days 2018*.
Worried about index hopping and mis-assignments during sequencing of
your RNA samples?
Unique dual 96 i5 x 96 i7 indices are
here to help you. As a standard, the
QuantSeq kits already come with
complimentary
i7
indices.
Additionally, you can get a 50%
discount on the i5 Unique Dual
Indexing
Add-on
Kit
for
QuantSeq/SENSE (5001-5096) if
you order a QuantSeq kit (Cat No

015 and 016) during the Lexogen
Cyber Days 2018.*
Learn More

*The offer is only valid in combination with QuantSeq orders in the period of
November 26th - December 2nd, 2018. You can claim your discount till
December 31st, 2018. Every customer can apply for only one Globin Block
Module discount or for one i5 Unique Dual Indexing Add-on Kit for
QuantSeq/SENSE (5001-5096). This offer cannot be combined with any other
TATAA Biocenter offer.

4Bio Summit, 27-28th Nov, Rotterdam

It is soon time for The 4Bio Summit
in Rotterdam and we hope you have
opportunity to join Dr Mikael
Kubista’s talk on the “Two-tailed
PCR” Technology that TATAA
Biocenter has proudly developed.

It is still not too late to sign up for Filip Stern's workshop at The 4Bio summit.
TATAA's NGS expert will be hosting a post-conference workshop on NGS library
construction and quality control. Click on the button below to register.
Register here!

News

NEW! Swift Normalase Kit
FREE GenEx Tutorial
Want to learn about Molecular microbiological identification and typing?

Dr Mikael Kubistas webinar “Normalization of qPCR data”
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